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Deliver more relevant experiences, promotions, and offers with
customer segmentation.
Elastic Path Commerce enables business users to easily configure and target customer segments with
personalized promotions, prices, and experiences at precisely the right moment in the buyer journey.

Key capabilities
Create and manage segmentation rules

Target shoppers

Align customers with more than one segment

Reward customers with tiered pricing

B2B segmentation

Extend segmentation to every experience

With simple business user tools

So they can receive more than one benefit that is
relevant to them

Places buyers into categories such as bronze, silver,
and gold rather than negotiating prices for each
customer individually

In real-time, based on behavior and demographic
information with pricing, promotions and offers

To incent desired behaviors and increase average
order values

Make segmentation capabilities available at every
single customer touchpoint through Elastic Path
Commerce’s Cortex API

Group customers into segments

Based on any known characteristics or behavior to create experiences and offer promotions that are personalized and
relevant.
•

Geography: Segment by country, region, state, or city—depending on the scope of a business

•

Demographics: Segment by gender, age, income, education level, home-owner status, and other parameters
that often influence buyer behavior

•

Behavior: Segment by browsing and buying behavior such as referring url, search terms, past purchases, items
added to the cart, cart abandonment and more
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Elastic Path Segmentation

Benefits
Delight your customers. Treat different groups of customers according to their needs and buying behaviors.
Acquire new customers. Personalize experiences and promotions based on affiliation with groups or associations such
as veteran status, AARP membership, loyalty programs and more.
Improve customer loyalty. Offer preferential treatment such as rewards or free shipping for various customer segments.
Reduce operational complexity. Leverage simple tools for creating, combining, and using customer segments and
avoid custom coding or creating and storing separate lists for each segment.
Simplify storefront operations. Minimize the number of stores and microsites required to serve a diverse B2C and B2B
customer base through segmentation.
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